New resources for Academia, Public Libraries and Government
Summer 2024

Think forward to a new era in research and learning
Content solutions

Music & dance

Music Online: Smithsonian Global Sound for Libraries, Volume II

New!

Volume II continues our collaboration with Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, expanding the remarkable audio archive to a wider array of American folk, blues, soul, jazz, and historic recordings, as well as a broad range of world music spanning Islamic, Central Asian, Latin and more. This essential streaming audio collection is a valuable resource for those interested in the study of music and its cultural significance.

Music Online: The Quest TV Collection, Volume II

New!

Music Online: The Quest TV Collection, Volume II presents titles that explore jazz’s influence during the 21st century. Experience live performances from jazz legends, contemporary innovators, and world music artists. Explore captivating documentaries, and insightful interviews spanning soul, funk, hip-hop, rock, folk, electronic, and global genres. From shedding light on the socio-political contexts that shape artistic expression to showcasing the diversity of musical genres across different communities and eras, this makes global sounds accessible for research, teaching and learning.

Music Online: Classical Scores Library, Volume VI – The Boosey & Hawkes Collection

New!

This collection presents masterpieces from one of the world’s most esteemed classical music publishers. This partnership with Boosey & Hawkes, renowned for their extensive industry influence, introduces a rich catalog featuring compositions by eminent classical composers alongside contemporary music voices. These compositions have held a pivotal place in concert halls, orchestras, and recordings worldwide, shaping the global musical landscape. The titles offer tremendous value for music scholars due to its rich historical significance, educational depth, and adaptable nature across various performance settings, showcasing an array of instruments and musical styles.

Qwest TV EDU

Qwest TV EDU provides subscription access to a vast and growing archive of Black music and global sounds through live performances, documentaries, and interviews spanning diverse musical genres, from around the world. This extensive collection serves as a rich resource for academic exploration, offering rare recordings, historical footage, and expert commentary that shed light on the evolution of music and its cultural significance. Co-created by Quincy Jones & Reza Ackbaraly, this unique collection makes timeless concerts and global music accessible for research, teaching and learning.
Music Online: Classical Music in Video, Volume III
Coming in Q3 2024!

Volume III continues to uphold the tradition of showcasing exceptional global musical performances, including concertos, symphonies, chamber music, operas, oratorios, and solo works. It emphasizes the artistic nuances and historical significance of compositions from the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic eras, offering a view of the evolution of musical styles and forms.

In addition to performances, Volume III includes supplementary documentaries, directed by acclaimed filmmakers, that provide insights into the lives of composers, the historical contexts surrounding their works, and the progression of musical techniques and styles during these periods.

Dance Online: Dance in Video, Volume IV – The Dancio Collection
New!

The fourth volume of Dance Online, in collaboration with Dancio, showcases an exceptional catalog of world-class professional instructors. Classes are tailored to the needs of all levels from beginners to seasoned dancers covering an array of diverse dance styles ranging from ballet to contemporary. These expertly produced instructional titles provide detailed classes recorded in well-lit, distraction-free studios.

This inclusive approach to circus studies offers valuable insights into the intersections of race, disability, gender, and other marginalized identities, making it an essential resource for this emerging field of interdisciplinary study.

New content includes:

- Over 150 Full-Text Scholarly Journals, Highlights include:
  - Journal of Cognitive Psychology and International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education: QSE from Taylor and Francis

- Three from Sage including Journal of Pacific Rim Psychology and Journal of Prevention

- Titles from Cambridge University Press including Cambridge Prisms: Precision Medicine, and Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology

- Content from Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) including OECD Reviews of Public Health, OECD Reviews of Health Care Quality and OECD Health Policy Studies

- Curated, peer-reviewed medical videos from Springer Nature.

Dancio

Theatre & drama

Circus Studies
Coming in Q4 2024!

This unique collection provides a global exploration of the circus world, covering important aspects like the evolution of performances within the circus industry and the ethical treatment of both animals and performers.

This collection places emphasis on performance artistry and training within the circus showcasing the skill, dedication, and creativity inherent in this unique art form. It also highlights underrepresented narratives, presenting the often-overlooked contributions of Black performers, diverse individuals, women, and marginalized groups whose talents and experiences have profoundly shaped circus culture.

Health sciences

Teletherapy Skills in Video: A Symptom Media Collection
New!

A collection of 130 video case studies and the current best practices on conducting teletherapy – an increasingly important part of the counselling and therapy curriculum.

Videos help students better recognize mental health disorders and provide accurate diagnoses via mental health videos aligned to DSM-5-TR/ICD 10 content. The video case studies feature clients who span various mental health conditions and cultural backgrounds to maximize their applicability for practice with an increasingly diverse clientele teaching students how to conduct teletherapy responsibly, mitigate potential ethical concerns, and attune to each client’s unique circumstances.

Symptom Media’s Forensic Nursing Collection offers step-by-step instructional videos on the proper procedures behind forensic nursing.

Forensic Nursing in Video: A Symptom Media Collection
New!

Symptom Media’s Forensic Nursing Collection, produced in collaboration with the Academy of Forensic Nursing, features over 300 video case studies detailing stories of abuse, sexual assault, and injury. Case study demonstrations include principles of trauma informed care, seeking consent, and history taking.

The collection also offers step-by-step instructional videos on the proper procedures behind forensic nursing, such as evidence collection and handling, documentation, and forensic photography. Future planned videos will include interviews with nurses discussing trauma and mental health issues related to forensic nursing.

Health Research

Premium Collection

New, more browsable homepage

In line with our Nursing & Allied Health Premium and SciTech Premium homepages, the new, highly visual Health Research Premium Collection homepage makes it easier for users to find the content they need straight from the home page including a new video carousel.
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History & social change

Black History

History vault: Reverend. J.H. Jackson and the National Baptist Convention, 1900–1990

The Reverend Joseph H. Jackson was the longest-serving president of the National Baptist Convention, serving in that role from 1953–1982, and pastor at Olivet Baptist Church on Chicago’s South Side from 1941 until his death in 1990. During his presidency of the National Baptist Convention, at the height of the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s, Jackson spoke about the importance of loyalty to the federal government and emphasized the ballot as the strongest weapon in obtaining civil rights. Jackson’s stance put him in conflict with other Baptist leaders, including Martin Luther King, Jr., who favored nonviolent civil disobedience to achieve civil rights reforms. The Jackson Papers span from 1889–2003 but focus on the period from 1950–1990. A major series of National Baptist Convention records includes Jackson’s correspondence during his time as the organization’s president, minutes of meetings, Jackson’s annual addresses to the National Baptist Convention, and some of his writings on civil rights and civil disobedience. The collection also includes a major series of Jackson sermons from 1928–1988, and personal records focused on his years as a graduate student from 1925–1945.

ProQuest Black Studies

New!

Organizations Topic Pages: The topic page collection contains additions of 19 featured organizations such as African American Police League (AAPL), Black Lives Matter (BLM), Black Panther Party, NAACP, and Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC).

Black Lives Matter (BLM) Movement: Over 500 articles selected from The New York Times on the Black Lives Matter movement were added to support research of this current movement.

Black Studies in Video: 850 videos from Alexander Street’s Black Thought and Culture: Selected items from Alexander Street’s Black Thought and Culture: Content added includes writings, speeches, or oral histories of Carter G. Woodson, Booker T. Washington, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, Mary Church Terrell, Dorothy Height, Amiri Baraka, Kathleen Cleaver, Bayard Rustin, and others.

Cultural History

Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels: Volume III, The Modern Age

New!

Dedicated to a pivotal era that ushered in significant changes in the realms of storytelling, representation, and the cultural relevance of comics, this collection offers in-copyright material. Within this volume, researchers can examine trends and developments particular to the Modern Age of comics in North America — digital creation tools, innovative shifts in art and narratives, and the rise of independent publishing houses and diverse voices.

This volume aims to show how comics, like many other art forms, have dynamically evolved unfolding new artistic mediums and presenting unique perspectives from underrepresented comics creators, including voices from indigenous, black, Asian, and LGBTQ+ communities. The collection is balanced with industry how-to publications offering historical context, varieties of methodologies and practices, and invaluable industry insights from top professionals into the creative and business aspects of narrative fiction writing.

The Daily News Record Archive

New!

The Daily News Record Archive is one of the longest-running fashion trade titles and a leading news resource for the fashion industry. It features 90+ years of breaking fashion news, expert analysis, and imagery chronicling fashion market dynamics, design evolution, and business strategies. This exclusive archive brings a focus on men’s fashion, an area largely unrepresented by digital archives until now. Highly influential in the industry, this publication contributed to the establishment of several key menswear fashion shows.

With the Daily News Record Archive, users can assemble the source material to identify and interpret the key industry trends and shifts, such as shifts in consumer preferences, materials, manufacturing technology innovation, brand strategies, societal impacts of fashion trends, sustainability practices, and retail and distribution trends.

The Footwear News Archive

New!

This primary source material allows for researchers to identify and interpret the key events and trends in the industry, such as shifts in consumer preferences and behavior, innovations in materials and manufacturing technology, brand strategies, societal impacts of footwear trends, sustainability practices, retail, and distribution trends.
**Popular Culture Studies in Video**

Coming in Q3 2024!

Through documentaries on films, television, fashion, comics, and gaming, this collection covers a wide spectrum of pop culture topics and spotlights influential figures across the fields of entertainment, art, sports, and cultural spheres. It also explores the evolution of French cinema and Hollywood's enduring imprint on cultural trends from the 20th to the 21st centuries, the transformative power of television and its pivotal role in shaping cultural narratives, and video gaming’s impact on modern culture including the role of women in gaming.

Through collaboration with respected publishers and independent filmmakers, this collection brings together a wide range of content representing the many angles of pop culture. The collection enriches studies in cinema, television, history, and cultural studies. Additionally, it captures the evolution of fashion history by offering a visual exploration of clothing styles and trends across historical periods, societies, and cultural movements.

**Early Modern History**

**Early European Books, Collection 24: Debate in Early Modern Europe**

New!

Within this collection are pivotal texts, primarily in French, spanning the late 15th to the early 18th century. It features seminal classical works, and explores an array of subjects, from political and philosophical discourse to scientific and religious debates. During this era, the accessibility of printed books to all societal levels, not just the privileged, served as a crucial means of spreading knowledge and stimulating debate. These texts critically deconstruct military campaigns, political strategies, and engage in debate on modernizing religion, language, and expanding philosophy.

Sourced from the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, these historic texts provide scholars important insights into religious change, the nature of power, medical advancements, and other challenges faced by European societies. The collection is essential for those studying early modern European history, literature, law, philosophy, and political sciences.

**Historical Periodicals**

**Ethnicity & Culture Magazine Archive**

Coming in Q3 2024!

This collection contains the backfiles of over 30 magazines from the 20th to the 21st century, each aimed at ethnically specific audiences. It complements traditional scholarly resources by offering a rich primary source archive of largely untapped publications from communities including African American, Latinx, Asian, and Indigenous, as well as publications reflecting the European immigration to the U.S. from the 19th century forward. Spanning political titles to publications concerned with fashion, beauty, and identity, the collection reflects diverse voices and gives insight into cultural perspectives, societal shifts, and historical events. Titles are presented in color page-image format with article-level metadata and searchable text.

**Military & Diplomatic History**

**DNSA 62: U.S. Foreign Policy in the Carter Years, 1977-1981: Highest-Level Memos to the President**

This collection of highest-level foreign policy materials from the Jimmy Carter administration features every declassified daily or weekly memo to the president from National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski and from Secretaries of State Cyrus Vance and Edmund Muskie; as well as every available meeting record of the National Security Council’s two subgroups – the Policy Review Committee and the Special Coordination Committee. Many of the records have the president’s own handwritten notations. Topics cover the gamut of foreign policy issues during this pivotal period, notably conflicts in the Middle East, the Iran hostage crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, SALT talks with Moscow, the opening of diplomatic relations with China, the Nicaraguan revolution, energy, and a growing U.S. emphasis on global human rights.


New!

The 63rd release of the Digital National Security Archive meticulously assembles a curated assortment of documents that provide a detailed exploration into the formative period of U.S.-Russian relations from the inception of the new Russia in December 1991 to January 2001. This collection captures pivotal moments in diplomatic history during the presidencies of Boris Yeltsin and Bill Clinton, alongside the first notes of discord emerging under Vladimir Putin. Resulting from years of extensive archival research and numerous targeted Freedom of Information Act requests, this unparalleled compilation features a diverse array of memoranda detailing conversations among Yeltsin, Putin, and Clinton, as well as correspondence between top leaders, high-level memos from the Clinton administration, and analyses of Russia’s defense capabilities. Core topics encompass meticulous tracking of negotiations on nuclear arms reductions, non-proliferation efforts, and the withdrawal and dismantlement of nuclear weapons in Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhst.
U.S. History

History Vault 68: Stephen S. Wise Papers: Rabbi, Scholar, Activist, 1874-1949

New!

This archive documents Rabbi Stephen S. Wise’s influential contributions to 20th-century American history. It chronicles his impact through biographical details, personal letters, activism records, and writings on religious and political matters. His pivotal involvement in events like Zionism and the Versailles Peace Conference is highlighted, along with his founding of key organizations such as the New York Federation of Zionist Societies, leadership in national Zionist federations, chairmanship of the United Palestine Appeal, and his instrumental roles in establishing the American Jewish Congress and organizing the World Jewish Congress.

With topics spanning religious issues, civil rights, international relations, and interactions with notable figures including David Ben-Gurion, Reinhold Niebuhr, Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt, this collection aids researchers in understanding the complexities of 20th-century American history, Jewish identity, and the evolution of social activism.


New!

The records of the Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC) is a valuable resource for scholarly exploring the history of civil rights in the workplace and the landscape of civil liberties in America during World War II. Established in 1941 with the purpose of ensuring equal employment opportunities for minorities in defense industries during the war, the FEPC held jurisdiction over complaints against the federal government, employers, and labor unions under contract with the federal government, as well as entities and unions engaged in war production.

Collection documents encompass thousands of complaints spanning race, national origin, and religion, resulting in a diverse set of documents such as central records, office correspondence, case documents, reports from FEPC regional offices, meeting minutes, internal studies, memoranda, analyses, transcripts, legal opinions, case files, and individual worker records.

History Vault 71: Labor Priests: Progressive Politics and the Catholic Church, Francis J. Haas Papers, 1904-1953

Coming in Q4 2024!

This archive details Francis Joseph Haas’s lifelong dedication to the Catholic Church and workers’ welfare. Encompassing Haas’s family, education, professional roles, and government engagements, the collection focuses most heavily on his role as a public servant in New Deal agencies and as a labor arbitrator in the 1930s and 1940s. The included materials offer profound insights into the areas of labor relations, governmental policies, and religious studies.

Haas’s positions in New Deal agencies, as a labor arbitrator, his scope as chair of Fair Employment Practices Committee and his contributions to academia and religious spheres at The Catholic University of America demonstrate his impact on these fields. These firsthand accounts provide insights into Francis J. Haas’s roles in pivotal historical eras, enriching interdisciplinary studies focused on societal, governmental, and religious dynamics.

Women’s History

Woman’s History and Social Movements in the U.S. 2024 Edition

New!

Explore the multiplicity of women’s activism in American public life from colonial times to the present. The collection is organized around document projects. Each is a scholarly work that links an interpretive essay to 30 or more related primary documents. Four new document projects will be added in 2024, alongside book reviews, round table discussions, and more. The projects will continue to explore Indigenous women’s history as part of the “Voices of Indigenous Women in North America, American Empire and the Global South, 1820-2020: A Syllabus with Documents.”

ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies

New!

Developed in collaboration with faculty, scholars, and librarians, ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies reimagines ProQuest’s award-winning women’s, men’s, masculinity, and LGBTQ+ studies content as a single, essential destination to serve research and learning in the field.

Curated interdisciplinary collections, many of which are rare and exclusive, are presented within a user interface specifically tailored for gender studies research. Thematic, visual timelines help students understand the sequence and relationship of the seminal events of women’s and gender history, and curated topic pages offer the contextual information researchers need to explore the organizations and people who’ve shaped five centuries of history and our contemporary understanding of gender.

ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies serves researchers in women’s, gender, and LGBTQ+ studies with rich content and a student-centric approach to support interdisciplinary study across daily life, education, fashion and lifestyle, domesticity, health care, media stereotypes, cultural norms, and equal rights globally.

Interdisciplinary

BBC News Bulletin Scripts Archive

Coming in Q4 2024!

BBC News Bulletin Scripts Archive chronicles daily radio bulletin transcripts that provide an overview of unfolding local and global news events. News stories, across six daily broadcasts, show revisions throughout the day to reflect the latest breaking news developments, changes in reporting tone, and emphasis of a story. In doing so, these bulletin transcripts offer researchers valuable context for understanding 20th-century history, culture, and society.

Now digitally available exclusively from ProQuest, these bulletin transcripts contain original annotations and real-time updates, presenting researchers with a new level of detail and accuracy in their study of historical news reporting practices. Scholars can analyze the changes made to the original script, such as what was highlighted, crossed out, or added, to understand how news stories were edited and refined before airing.
Interdisciplinary

CBS News Video Archive

New!

For the first time ever, nearly six decades of flagship news programming is available in one expansive streaming video resource. The CBS News Video Archive collection grants unprecedented access to the CBS News archives from 1950s-2010s, including programs never before available for distribution, since their original broadcast dates.

Key programs include Face the Nation, Eye on America, On the Road with Charles Kuralt, The Vietnam War, The FBI Declassified and more. This unique content provides an unparalleled look at American and World History events, as they were originally reported and is ideal for history, media studies, journalism, and social sciences students and scholars. Only available to libraries through ProQuest, this collection is available as a subscription or for perpetual purchase.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/cbs2

The Projectr

Core Collection

New!

Acclaimed and award-winning independent cinema

Founded in 2015, Grasshopper Film is dedicated to the release of acclaimed and award-winning independent cinema. With a library of over 450 titles, featuring Academy® Award winners and nominees, prize-winners from major film festivals, and work from leading U.S. and international directors, the company has been hailed as an “esteemed new label” by The New York Times, “a gateway to some superb cinema” by the Los Angeles Times, and “one of the most artistically daring of distributors” by The New Yorker. Multidisciplinary in coverage, this collection is ideal for courses in film studies, area studies, political sciences, women’s studies, art, architecture, environmental studies. Available for perpetual purchase only in North America.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/projectr

PBS Video Collection, 5th Edition

New!

This collection of more than 1,600 streaming videos provides an exceptional range of content with the most valuable video documentaries and series from PBS. From science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business & economics, the PBS Video Collection: Fifth Edition is a comprehensive resource of high-quality, high-value video, to be used in teaching and learning. Territorial rights on select titles are also available in Australia, New Zealand, Europe and United Kingdom.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/avon

ProQuest One Academic

Brings it all together

By combining ProQuest’s most used multi-disciplinary products on one platform – ProQuest Central, Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global – students, faculty and researchers can serendipitously find the essential content they need to be successful in research, teaching and learning. Subscribing to ProQuest One Academic delivers a unified experience, simplified administration and affordable access to videos, news, journals, ebooks, dissertations and more, all in one place.

Learn more: https://support.proquest.com/Article/ProQuest-One-Academic?language=en_US

Academic Video Online

• Academic Video Online is the most comprehensive video subscription available to academic libraries. It delivers unlimited access to 80,000+* titles spanning from anthropology to zoology. More than 19,000* titles are exclusive to ProQuest, all with a predictable annual cost. Curated for the educational experience, the massive depth of content and breadth of content-types (such as documentaries, films, demonstrations, etc.) in Academic Video Online makes it a useful resource for all types of patrons, giving libraries a high return on investment.

• On average, we add 3,500 titles per year. Recent additions include new titles from publishers like BBC, PBS, 60 MINUTES, CBS News Archives, Film Platform documentaries, Clinical Nursing Skills videos, and more.

Keep up-to-date on what’s new in Academic Video Online: https://support.proquest.com/Article/Academic-Video-Online-Content-Update?language=en_US

* Territory restrictions apply
ProQuest One Academic brings together our most used multidisciplinary products, on one platform.

ProQuest One Academic also includes:

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global
With almost 6 million records and over 3.6M full-text works, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global** (PQDT Global) is an extraordinary collection of diverse, multidisciplinary dissertations and theses.

Introducing ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Citation Index: The newest collection on the Web of Science platform.

• Discovery of almost 6 million metadata records from PQDT Global in a standalone database.
• Graduate works from 4k+ universities in 60+ countries around the world.
• For PQDT Global subscribers, links to 3.6M+ full text documents that include:
  • Innovative methodologies and experimental details outlined in the full document.
• Unpublished datasets and results found only in the dissertation document.
• Follow citation links to spark new ways of thinking about an idea.
• Quickly explore the research foundation of dissertations and theses on novel and niche topics and locate research that shares part of that foundation.

Keep up to date on what’s new in PQDT Global: support.proquest.com/s/article/Whats-New-in-ProQuest-Dissertations-Theses-Global?language=en_US

Academic Complete
Providing libraries with affordable access to over 230,000* multidisciplinary ebooks, ProQuest’s flagship ebook subscription, Academic Complete offers libraries unique content value and user-focused features to provide ebooks relevant to current degrees and emerging academic trends, all in an engaging, accessible, award-winning interface. Sign-up for What's New in Academic Complete updates: support.proquest.com/s/article/New-in-Academic-Complete

* Territory restrictions apply

ProQuest Central
This multidisciplinary research solution is the foundational research library every library needs to support first year students through to scholarly researchers. In addition to some of the world’s most important scholarly publishers including Cambridge University Press, Springer, Nature, Emerald, and others, Proquest Central delivers:

• Essential news content from sources such as Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Le Monde, The Economist, and more.
• Influential business and current affairs magazines.
• The latest academic thinking in the form of working papers and conference proceedings.

See what’s new here: support.proquest.com/s/article/Whats-New-in-ProQuest-CentralUpdated-Quarterly?language=en_US

Learn more: about.proquest.com/en/products-services/ProQuest_Central

ProQuest Research Assistant: Coming Soon to ProQuest One
Coming soon
ProQuest Research Assistant harnesses AI’s capabilities and applies them in a responsible, reliable manner as a research companion for students.

Powerful features allow users to:
• Easily create more precise, targeted searches
• More effectively review, analyze, and interrogate documents
• Quickly evaluate the usefulness of each document for your research

• Receive guidance on next steps including choosing a research topic and understanding key concepts

ProQuest One Disciplines

The relationship between academic stress and depression among college students during the COVID-19 pandemic: a cross-sectional study from China

The relationship between academic stress and depression among college students during the COVID-19 pandemic: a cross-sectional study from China

Research Assistant

The COVID-19 pandemic has increased academic stress among college students, leading to a rise in mental depression. The article also discusses the role of coping styles, sleep quality, and interpersonnel relationships.

This is one of several cases where students report an increase in the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their mental health. This study can provide insight into the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on mental health and emotional well-being among college students.

ProQuest Research Assistant is an AI-powered research companion that helps students find information and navigate academic research.

Beta beginning in September in the ProQuest One family of products.
ProQuest One Psychology

ProQuest One Psychology is the most comprehensive and user-friendly resource available today designed to support the unique needs of the psychology and counseling curricula across research, teaching and learning. This expertly curated multi-format collection supports multiple learning styles with essential, authoritative content spanning scholarly journals, therapy videos and counselling transcripts, with articles, news and ebooks covering psychological conditions, therapy, research concepts, tests and more.

ProQuest One Psychology offers a new interface and user experience that is tailored and designed to serve those studying, teaching, and researching psychology.

A psychology-specific user experience

Content is organized to align with how psychology users approach common assignments and research questions, allowing users to find the best information faster, and explore topics more deeply. ProQuest One Psychology Topic Pages provide foundational information on key psychology and counseling concepts, offering context and jumping off points for student assignments and deeper exploration.

Authoritative multi-format content

Content spanning scholarly journals, therapy videos, counseling transcripts, news, dissertations, research methodologies and more, provide users with a single location to explore the discipline.

ProQuest One Education

ProQuest One Education brings together the content needed for study and research of education onto an intuitive and user-friendly interface created specifically for the discipline. Authoritative content has been carefully curated to meet the needs of different types of users including students, researchers, and faculty and comprises a huge collection of thousands of scholarly journals, books, videos, reports, dissertations, news articles and more.

The unique interface has been specially created for the needs of those researching and teaching in Education. It is organized and structured to align with common areas of research and study, with content grouped together in a way that is intuitive and logical to those in the discipline. Combined with specialized indexing based on the internationally recognized ERIC thesaurus, it allows users to find more of the information they need more quickly and with more precision.

ProQuest One Business

What’s New

ProQuest One Business supports the unique teaching and learning needs of business faculty and students by combining practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the research skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers.

Recent additions, enhancements, and news includes:

More content:

• Over 140 Scholarly Journals added in full text, including:
  • Other key journals include S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal (Society for the Advancement of Management), Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development (Captus Press), Labour (Canadian Committee on Labour History), and Review of Development Finance (Chartered Institute of Development Finance).
  • Titles from Common Ground Research Networks including The International Journal of Sustainability Policy and Practice and The International Journal of Organizational Diversity.
Information & content solutions by subject area

New resources for Academia, Public Libraries and Government – Summer 2024

ProQuest One Business – continued

• More than 900 extra books. Examples include:
  - Choice Outstanding Academic Titles such as Is Entrepreneurship Dead? (Yale University Press), Income Distribution (Oxford University Press) and Same Players, Different Game (University of New Mexico Press)
  - Over 100 titles from John Wiley & Sons
  - Over 600 new case studies from Emerald covering a wide variety of topics
  - 30 magazines and trade journals from publishers covering industries such as construction, aviation, agribusness, the pharmaceutical industry, and cybersecurity. Publishers include Industry Dive and Economist Intelligence Unit

User experience enhancements:

• New Business Case Carousel: Puts this valuable content from providers including Emerald, IE Business School, and Thunderbird right on the homepage to make it more discoverable for students and instructors.
• A New Browse by Subject: The Subject browse now contains the ability to browse by 12 sub-disciplines, making it easier for students to find subjects and articles that align to their courses.

Pair with TDM Studio

Pair business collections with TDM Studio, a text and data mining solution that provides researchers with full rights clearance for their data and language processing needs. Interrogate News, Journals, Dissertations, and more to answer questions in Business and Economics.

The Charleston ADVISOR
Best New Product 2021

“The interface is sleek and intuitive.”
Charleston Advisor Best New Product 2021

“In addition to outstanding content, the database is also superbly organized and easy to navigate.”
Library Journal Best Reference: Best Database 2021

“The variety of content users have access to in one product is remarkable”
ACRL Choice Outstanding Academic Title 2022

ProQuest One Literature

We continue to add new features and content to a collection of scholarship and literary works as diverse as your students.

What’s New:

• Over 50 additional scholarly journals including:
  - Titles from Johns Hopkins University Press such as Tang Studies and Russell: Journal of the Bertrand Russell Archives
  - Scottish Literary Review and Scottish Studies Review (published by Association for Scottish Literary Studies)
  - Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies (National Taiwan Normal University, Department of English)
  - Jeffers Studies (Robinson Jeffers Association)

• Video content including BBC adaptations of classic texts by Dickens, Dostoyevsky, Lewis Carroll, Chekhov and more.
• Over 360 new ProQuest Author Pages and 390 new ProQuest Biographies. Some highlights include:
  - 188 Women authors, including J. G. Simé, and Joan Barfoot
  - 107 Asian authors, including Noma Hiroshi, Natsuo Kirino and Xiaolu Guo
  - 21 African authors, including Juan Tomás Ávila Laurel, Dan Maré, and Jane Igharo
  - 17 South Asian authors, including Harbans Rai Bachchan and Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni
  - 6 South American authors, including Juana Martinez-Neal
  - 5 LGBTQ authors, including Melissa Scott and Nicola Griffith
  - 70 Climate and environmental fiction and nonfiction authors, including Kim Stanley Robinson and Elizabeth Kolbert

• 30 new Topic Pages covering movements, key works, and new authors have been created to provide context and support by uniting resources and providing quick access points to critical content.
• Over 900 books added including:
  - Gender, Nation, and the Arabic Novel: Egypt, 1892-2008 by Hoda Elsadda
  - The Edinburgh Companion to Modern Jewish Fiction
  - Asian American Literary Studies by Guiyou Huang
  - The Sea by Raul Zurita, Bei Dao, and Shelby Chan
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ProQuest
One Literature
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Science & technology

SciTech
Premium Collection

What’s new?
• New Topic Pages on all 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): these are great starting points for those researching these subjects for their coursework or more advanced users monitoring progress or policy related to each goal. Users can access these new topi
• Discipline filter allows users to further narrow results to find even more relevant documents
• New more intuitive, more browsable homepage

New Content:
• Over 250 full text scholarly journals. Highlights include:
  - Around 100 from Springer Nature including Advanced Fiber Materials, Machine Intelligence and Manufacturing, and Machine Intelligence Research
  - Bulletin of Engineering Geology and the Environment

O’Reilly for Higher Education
With a network of world-renowned technical innovators and corporate leaders, O’Reilly provides users with ebooks, videos, audiobooks, case studies, and expertly curated playlists to keep users informed of what’s next in the fast-paced disciplines of business and technology.

• New navigation & user interface – A cleaner, more efficient way to explore the platform and discover ebooks, audiobooks, playlists and more.
• AI-powered search – Sorting filters now reside on the left panel, optimizing space and simplifying topic and content discovery for students and researchers.
• Courses tailored by role and skill – Makes it easier for students to browse all 4,100+ courses and zero in on the exact courses they need for future careers.

Social sciences

Social Science
Premium Collection

Social Science Premium Collection provides access to databases covering all areas of the social sciences.

Recent additions and enhancements:
• Over 180 full text scholarly journals were added in the last 12 months. Highlights include:
  - 6 from Cambridge University Press including Annales

• 6 from Cambridge University Press including Annales.

Gender Studies
Queer Past, 2024 Exhibits

This collection of primary source exhibits for students and scholars of queer history and culture uses “queer” in its broadest and most inclusive sense, to embrace topics that are gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender. It also includes work on sexual and gender formations that are queer but not necessarily LGBT. Each of the document collections in the database includes a critical introductory essay that helps explain the significance of the primary sources in historical terms and in relation to previous scholarship.

Over the course of 2024, ProQuest will be releasing additional exhibits that will cover queer history in Canada and Mexico, LGBTQ+ activism, queer consumerism, interracial queer marriage, and more.
World Events and the Media
Coming in Q3 2024!

World Events and the Media, a Global Issues Library Collection, provides insight into the pivotal moments that defined journalism, sourced from exclusive firsthand accounts, memoirs, and archival records revealing journalists’ experiences and ethical dilemmas during critical coverage. This curated collection explores crucial historical moments, trials, conflicts, and global movements from a new journalistic angle that uncovers the raw emotions, challenges, and transformative shifts within the profession.

Beyond the headlines, it uncovers the untold stories and hidden layers of media coverage, providing a view into unfiltered historical moments. Through archives from journalists’ post-event and video interviews and documentaries, this collection provides a unique lens to trace the path of media’s influence on public perception and discourse. This distinctive perspective enables researchers to scrutinize how pivotal events haven’t just transformed journalism but deeply impacted societal narratives.

Aging in the Modern World
Coming in Q4 2024!

Aging in the Modern World, a Global Issues Library collection, provides an array of multimedia primary and secondary sources—reference materials, policies, personal life history narratives, historical magazines, and archival government documents spanning decades for undergraduates and graduates investigating the historical and cultural impacts of aging populations.

This collection uniquely focuses on key themes related to aging, encompassing rights advocacy and legal measures combating ageism, urban planning for the aged, societal treatment of the elderly, and the significant political influence of the older demographic. Additionally, it provides comparative perspectives across diverse cultures, offering insights into retirement and lifestyles and education.

With the wide range of themes, the collection not only shows the challenges that have been faced by aging populations globally but also societal advancements in striving to ensure a better quality of life for the aging population.

Political Science
& Public Policy

Trends & Policy:
U.S. Criminal Justice
New!

This collection merges content from a variety of sources and presents them in a unique interface designed to connect various criminal justice policies of the United States to their trending results. Included in this extensive module are all criminal justice-related public laws and hearings, Legislative branch reports, Executive branch reports and data, press releases, and present-day and historical news articles. The design of the product includes timelines, contextual topic pages for laws, concepts, and events, and relayed statistical content that allows researchers to work with the data.

ProQuest Executive Branch Documents (EBD) Great Series and Reports

New and more coming in Q4 2024!

This curated collection of executive branch documents focuses on a complete series and monographs relevant to issues of today and their historical context. Parts are released annually covering the years 1953-present and consisting of approximately 25,000 documents, including complete runs of series and selected monographs from a variety of agencies. This collection builds upon Executive Branch Documents 1-6, which covers 1789-1952. Entitled users can search all executive branch content together and link back to pre-1953 documents from the later documents in a series. Entitled users can also search legislative content related to reports required by Congress with the reports themselves, and link from the executive branch document records to the related Public Law text, EBD Great Series and Reports facilitates teaching and learning about government policies, the implementation of laws, and changes in executive branch organization over time.

• New! Part 1 launched with 6,300 series documents and 30 monographs with the remainder of the content to be added on an ongoing basis in 2024.
• Coming in Q4 2024! Part 2 will launch with approximately 25,000 documents, including complete series and selected monographs.

Trends and Policy: U.S. Civil Rights

Coming in Q4 2024!

The fifth module within the Trends and Policy series of collections, this innovative resource seamlessly merges content from diverse sources, offering a unique interface that connects various U.S. policies to their trending outcomes. It draws upon ProQuest’s extensive archive of legislative and executive branch materials. Catering specifically to researchers and students exploring civil rights policies, this database eliminates the need to navigate multiple disjointed resources. This collection is perfect for undergraduates and law students delving into African American, Asian American, LGBTQ+, and women’s studies, alongside disciplines such as U.S. history, political science, and sociology. The platform goes beyond conventional offerings by providing comprehensive insights into the executive, legislative, and judicial aspects of civil rights policies, their real-world impact, and implications for civil liberties. Additional features such as topical pages, curated timelines, and downloadable statistical tables make this an invaluable asset for teaching and learning U.S. civil rights.

New resources for Academia, Public Libraries and Government – Summer 2024
The Right Content, Delivered to the Right Users, At the Right Time.

Books

Every library is unique. The complexities you face — from evolving content needs to staff shortages — deserve unique solutions. ProQuest books solutions were built by librarians for librarians and evolve with you to provide end-to-end support to meet your unique workflow challenges.

New Content Highlights:

• Ecoe Ediciones, a Colombian publisher now offers Ebook Central customers over 700 academic titles on subjects including Finance, Economics, Law, Engineering, Environmental Sciences, Humanities and more.
• Glagoslav Publications, an independent British-Dutch publisher specializing in English and Dutch translations of fiction and non-fiction titles by Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian authors and offers Ebook Central customers access to over 1,100 titles.
• HarperCollins Publishers, a well-known global publishing house known for its diverse range of fiction and non-fiction titles and bestselling authors added over 2,400 titles to Ebook Central.
• W. W. Norton & Company, an American publishing company adds two series of classic works edited by leading scholars and makes 500 titles newly available to the United States and Canada.

New resources for Academia, Public Libraries and Government – Summer 2024

Books, workflow & library software

We included over 44,000 titles* to Ebook Central in 2024, adding to our extensive catalog of over 2.2 million titles that can help you get access to the right mix of publishers, authors and titles in your catalog.

*Over 44,000 titles includes over 14,000 new titles, 24,000 titles added to existing titles and over 6,000 titles de-duplicated and added to our catalog.
Curated Ebook Collections

New in Curated Topics: Library Curated Lists

New LibList: Animal Allies

The latest LibList: Animal Allies, curated by Derek Marshall, Director for Branch Libraries and Interim Director for Interdisciplinary Research and Innovation. Mississippi State University, explores the human-animal connection and offers a curated selection of recent academic and leisure ebook titles that delve into the multifaceted relationships between humans and animals, covering health, social sciences, and more.

Interested in partnering with us to create a Library Curated List? Please get in touch with Nevena.Zorova@Clarivate.com.

To explore curated lists, please check the respective Curated Topics section on LibCentral, OASIS and Rialto.

Syndetics Unbound

Awards and Honors, Better Than Ever

We’ve made it easier to spot award winning books and to find other books under that award. Our new and improved interface allows you to view and filter awards, distinctions and honors, and notable lists so you can easily find nominees, longlists, and winners in the library catalog.

Check it out in your catalog or see it here:
https://proquest.syndetics.com/news/2024/04/02/awards-and-honors-better-than-ever/

New Curated Collection

Space, Science & Exploration

The new Space, Science & Exploration Ebook Collection on Ebook Central invites students and researchers to explore the history of space exploration, cutting-edge discoveries of science, and ponder the profound questions that have captivated scientists for centuries.

Carefully curated to save you time searching for vetted, scholarly content, this collection features titles from renowned authors and leading experts covering topics from the mysteries of black holes to the latest breakthroughs in astrophysics.

Coming soon to the Curated Topics section in LibCentral, OASIS and Rialto.
New in Academic Complete

Celebrating over 20 years as the trusted ebook subscription for academic libraries, Academic Complete offers a critical mass of over 237,500+ multidisciplinary ebooks with 4,400 new titles added in 2024.

The subscription brings over 40,000 notable titles from CHOICE, Resources for College Libraries, DOODY’s and the Book Citation Index that support existing curricula, emerging degrees and graduation rate trends.

Curated, quality titles are available in affordable subscriptions with unlimited use and easy access to thousands of DRM-free titles.

A “foundation for libraries...” said the Charleston Advisor. “Not artificially beefed up the number of ebooks ... fully researched [for] its intended audience”.

The Charleston ADVISOR
Rated 4.16/5

O’Reilly for Higher Education

With a network of world-renowned technical innovators and corporate leaders, O’Reilly provides users with expertly curated content to keep users informed of what’s next in the fast-paced disciplines of business and technology.

New and added in 2024:

• New navigation & user interface – A cleaner, more efficient way to explore the platform and discover ebooks, audiobooks, playlists and more.
• AI-powered search - Sorting filters now reside on the left panel, optimizing space and simplifying topic and content discovery for students and researchers.
• The Charleston Advisor rated O’Reilly for Higher Education 4.33 out of 5 and called it “an excellent choice for supporting higher education students and faculty in their technology learning and research.”
• Over 940 Books, 150 Audiobooks, and 320 Videos added in 2024 already from renowned publishers like Packt, Harvard Business Review (By Ascent Audio), Wiley and more.

Rialto

Rialto® is an academic marketplace that creates a seamless workflow for selection and acquisition and allows libraries to make informed decisions in the book-buying process.

What’s New in Rialto:

• Coming Soon! Rapido Integration
   Easily order highly-requested materials from Rapido with a new direct search option in Rialto, without having to create a purchase request.
• Rialto Analytics: Introducing the new Use And Cost Dashboard and Rialto Acquisitions Dashboard to help libraries easily access information about orders and resources purchased in Rialto.
• Selection Plan Enhancements: Libraries using Rialto Selection Plans for automated purchasing will have greater transparency and flexible options to manage their profiles, including a new Slips feature that resembles a classic approvals plan approach.
• Badge Links (From the Idea Exchange!): Easily navigate throughout Rialto with new clickable links adjacent to activity badges.

OASIS

OASIS is a trusted ordering system for librarians with powerful tools and broad choices to support their collection development strategy. We continue to invest in OASIS to make selection and acquisition flow smoothly and efficiently.

What’s New in OASIS:

• Rush Display: For libraries in North America and Asia Pacific, OASIS will now display Rush availability with improved accuracy and accessibility, when the Rush service is available.
• Original Orders: When searching OASIS for a print book and no results are found, users will have the option to create a new entry for that ISBN in OASIS and order the title or move to a list.
• Coming Soon: Enhanced Lists Pages: Managing lists in OASIS will be easier than ever before with improved functionality and design. Staff will have the ability to add notes, rename lists on the fly, and more for a streamlined experience.

Get the latest OASIS updates.

The OASIS Customer Education webinar series delivers updates on a quarterly basis, highlighting the latest content, platform updates, and planned roadmap enhancements.

Watch – OASIS Quarterly Updates
Ebook Central enhancements

Ebook Central is an all-in-one ebook platform for research, discovery, selection, acquisition, and administration for libraries.

What’s new in Ebook Central:

• Customizable Autopurchase Hierarchy: With this new functionality, librarians can now configure the existing access model hierarchy to their preferred order when determining autopurchase behaviors. Watch the demo. ([https://share.vidyard.com/watch/sRWHFop6YWSZTp5C3oB7x?](https://share.vidyard.com/watch/sRWHFop6YWSZTp5C3oB7x?))

• Hourly Loans: A highly-requested feature, this new functionality gives librarians more precise control over hourly loans on a title-by-title basis.

Resources for College Libraries (RCL)

Resources for College Libraries (RCL) helps libraries build quality collections, benchmark holdings, and demonstrate value. With over 90,000 core works selected by ACRL/Choice subject experts and peer-reviewed by practicing librarians, RCL’s curated selections save you time and improves decision-making across collection management workflows. Explore what’s new in the RCL database with a free 30-day trial ([www.research.net/r/RCL_Trial](http://www.research.net/r/RCL_Trial)).

Here to Help You

Our team of Content & Workflow Strategy Consultants (CWSCs) and Customer Success Managers can help ease your workload by providing a range of free services to support each library’s unique needs.

We offer collection-building services, workflow support, customized training plans, and more to save you time — so that you can focus on supporting your patrons. By combining industry expertise with ProQuest technology and the library’s input, our teams can:

• Create and help maintain programs such as DDA, EBA, and Approval Plans
• Lead training and onboarding for new library staff
• Provide strategies for increasing access and usage

As a ProQuest customer, you have access to this support for free. Visit our website to learn more and request a consultation or training session.

Ex Libris library software

Alma

Ex Libris Alma™ unified library management service, the anchor to Ex Libris services platform, provides libraries with a cost-effective and flexible library management solution.

Significant enhancements are now available, enabling you to:

• Leverage BIBFRAME records as part of Alma’s core workflows.
• Better control over linked open data enrichment of MARC records.
• Enhance analytics with a new Linked Open Data dimension.
• Save time with automatic upload of electronic holdings from more providers.
• Simplify item record creation through item templates.
• Streamline Amazon ordering with Order It! Browser add-on.

Primo

Primo™ maximizes the exposure of library collections, while providing students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content.

What’s new with Primo:

• New resource type filter ribbon, under the basic search box to improve searchability.
• Additional UX enhancements, such as accessibility and ability for users to extend sessions.
• Enhanced consistency of language (for books) and publication date fields.
• New resource types: magazines, magazine articles, questionnaires.
• Improved OA-handling, with the addition of Unpaywall as an indexed collection.
• Rights updates enhancements.
• 47 Quicklinks providers to improve full-text access.

 Summon

Summon™ is a resource discovery solution that enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content, while advancing information literacy.

What’s new with Summon:

• New search scopes allowing users to ‘pre-filter’ searches to specific local record groups.
• Upgraded support for Google Analytics 4 and Tag Manager.
• Enhanced consistency of language (for books) and publication date fields.
• Improved OA-handling, with the addition of Unpaywall as an indexed collection.
• Rights updates enhancements.
• 47 Quicklinks providers to improve full-text access.
**Data excellence**

Librarians and their patrons can benefit from the best possible data and data management processes across Ex Libris services. Over 10 million portfolios from leading providers are being updated daily, with more providers and collections added every month. Internal workflows are being improved to ensure new collections are added faster and in a more transparent way. Further efforts are expanding capabilities to add authority vocabularies to further support diversity initiatives.

**Linked open data**

Ex Libris is continuing its ongoing effort to leverage the global metadata ecosystem to benefit libraries, librarians and patrons. Ex Libris is leading the way to Linked Open Data integration across its services plans to enable end-to-end linked open data in production from cataloging to discovery by 2024, by collaborating with the user community, and other leading organizations. By bringing Linked Open Data into the library, you’re joining a metadata ecosystem of global discoverability and comprehensive interoperability. Cataloging is far more accurate and much less manual, while search results are relevant, reliable, informative and fast.

---

**Rapido**

Rapido®, Ex Libris, is an interlibrary loan system that integrates with the library’s ILS that lets users place ILL requests directly from within the discovery interface and to allow staff to manage all their requests on one interface.

**What’s new in Rapido:**

- Ex Libris and Drew University are partnering to integrate FOLIO and EDS with Rapido.
- Rapido has received FedRAMP authorization from the U.S. government.
- 1/3 of all Australian academic libraries are now Rapido members.

**Leganto**

Leganto®, a course resource list management solution, connects the library to teaching and learning. Increase the usage of the library resources in courses, streamline your library processing workflows, and gain actionable insights into course activities to enhance library services and impact.

**What’s new with Leganto:**

- Deeper integration with learning management systems (LMS), enabling a seamless experience for faculty and students.
- Support for active learning, including Social Reading and Read & Respond assignments on course materials.
- Enhanced functionality to support library productivity.

**RapidoILL**

RapidoILL is an interlibrary-loan automation system tailored for article and book chapter requests. Thanks to RapidoILL’s smart routing capabilities, the +650 member libraries from 29 countries see their requests automatically filled 96% of the time, in less than 10 hours.

**What’s new in RapidoILL:**

- In 2023, a total of 1.76 million requests have been placed, a 10% increase from 2022.
- RapidoILL has received FedRAMP authorization from the U.S. government.

---

**campaignM Library**

campaignM Library ™ is an integrated mobile app designed to transform academic libraries into a central hub for student life. By streamlining tasks like finding resources and booking study spaces, along with personalized features like targeted notifications and self-checkout, campaignM Library empowers students to be more efficient. Additionally, librarians gain valuable insights into student needs and preferences, allowing them to continuously improve services and demonstrate the library’s positive impact on student success.

**What’s new with campaignM Library:**

- New Task Board feature released.
- User signup and social media credentials is now available for Facebook, Google and LI.

**campaignM**

campaignM™ is a student engagement platform that helps universities engage with, support and retain their students. Our unified mobile and web app allows educators to easily offer a personalized digital companion for students throughout their academic journey: giving students seamless access to institutional services and resources, helping them navigate their day on campus, and empowering better decision-making about how they manage their time.

**What’s new with campaignM:**

- Improved navigation straight from the calendar.
- Display of favorite and registered events in the new calendar — all time-related data in one place.
- Modern React Native technology stack for unified native development.

---

**Ex Libris™ Integrations**

Our teams have been working on exciting new integrations between our products to enhance value for libraries and their patrons. We have integrated holdings data from Alma into InCites™ to enhance collection management reporting and improve purchasing decisions. EndNote customers with Alma can take advantage of an integration to help patrons get to PDF’s easier. In addition, we enriched the Central Discovery Index (CDI) with more accurate metadata and new collections from Web of Science to deliver a better search experience in both Primo and Summon.
**Community engagement**

**Vega Promote Web**
This website building tool is easy to use (regardless of your level of web experience), flexible enough to integrate patron account management and other library tools, and worry-free because we take care of the hosting and security for you. Vega Promote Web can easily scale to help single-site libraries, consortia, or universities modernize their digital presence. Built-in features include library-specific templates, drag-and-drop design, Artificial Intelligence (AI) assistance for copy writing, and a centralized content management system.

In addition, we’ve built ILS integrations for patron account self-service. Lastly, we prioritize user experience through an accessibility checker and Search Engine Optimization (SEO) support, and enterprise-grade performance, security and reliability.

**Vega Program**
Developed by and for librarians, Vega Program gives library staff the tools they need to successfully orchestrate and advertise their programs, whether in person or online, standalone or recurring. This tool’s intuitive features empower staff to coordinate their full breadth of events. From the administrative dashboard, staff can easily create, edit, or clone events, while using advanced settings for transaction fees (via Stripe), room reservation approvals, and waitlist management. Room reservations can be set up for spaces of any size from a study carrel to an auditorium, from special equipment to time with library staff. In addition, built-in marketing tools provide staff with one-click event flyers and QR codes plus automated printable brochures.

**Vega Promote**
Stay connected with students and community members through targeted and relevant emails to your different user groups. Vega Promote’s cloud-based platform allows libraries to communicate what they want, when they want, to whom they want.

Key features include a drag-and-drop email design tool and custom design library where you can save email templates and design blocks. Built-in tools help you protect your sender reputation with automated unsubscribe and bounceback workflows, and a default footer to help meet regulation. You can view engagement data for email opens and clicks to measure your campaigns.

**Innovative library software**

**Polaris ILS**
This consistently popular, comprehensive ILS and web-based interface is designed specifically for the unique needs of public libraries of all types — single site, multi-branch, and consortia. With its responsive web interface, Polaris empowers staff to connect with patrons and complete tasks wherever it is most convenient — in the stacks, at community events, or even working from home. Libraries that adopt Polaris quickly see staff productivity increase, patron satisfaction soar, and experience returns on their technology investment.

Our libraries report that after implementing the Polaris ILS, staff are able to spend less time managing the catalog and acquisitions, less time creating reports, and more time on high-value activities like serving patrons.

**Vega Discover**
Help patrons search, find, and browse resources quickly and easily. Vega Discover provides the modern online experience patrons have come to expect, with an intuitive interface and enrichment content to create an immersive library experience.

Features include a customizable catalog homepage, Discover showcases where libraries can display any arrangement of resources, and enhanced discovery powered by Syndetics Unbound. When patrons search, they see all formats and editions of the same title rolled into one result. eContent is fully integrated and they can start reading an ebook straight from the catalog. Finally, we prioritize accessibility with regular VPATs to ensure adherence to ADA, Section 508, and WCAG 2.1 standards.

**Vega Promote**
Stay connected with students and community members through targeted and relevant emails to your different user groups. Vega Promote’s cloud-based platform allows libraries to communicate what they want, when they want, to whom they want.

Key features include a drag-and-drop email design tool and custom design library where you can save email templates and design blocks. Built-in tools help you protect your sender reputation with automated unsubscribe and bounceback workflows, and a default footer to help meet regulation. You can view engagement data for email opens and clicks to measure your campaigns.

**Innovative Mobile**
Let your patrons search your catalog, place holds, renew and check out materials, register for events and more right from their phone.

From managing their patron and family accounts to optional self-checkout or scheduling curbside pickup, the Innovative Mobile app empowers patrons while saving time for your staff.

We call it Innovative Mobile, but your patrons will see it as your library app — customized with your library’s name, logo, colors, and selected layout. And it integrates with 13 different integrated library systems (ILS). Put the library in your patrons’ hands with Innovative Mobile.
Featured products

ProQuest Historical Newspapers

Historical Newspapers: U.S. Collection

Historical Newspapers: U.S. Collection explores America’s events and stories—past and present—through a collection of over 130 exclusive local newspaper titles across 35 states and growing. Titles span from the first historical issue to the most recent, with the ability to experience each issue as it was originally printed, page by page, in crisp detail for an immersive research experience.

News happens everywhere. This collection delivers first-hand accounts of news where and when it happened on the ground, with state, local and community news that was not covered in national and international dailies. Additionally, unique local perspectives and interpretations of national and global events provide an alternate lens through which to study key events and social issues of the past and present.

Historical Newspapers: ABC (Spain) (1903–2010)

First published in Madrid in 1903, ABC is the oldest newspaper still operating in Madrid, the second largest newspaper in Spain, and one of three newspapers of record in Spain. It has always been considered the most well written among Spanish newspapers with many great writers and intellectuals contributing over the years. The newspaper uses extensive photography and was the first European newspaper to use photo engraving. ABC has a dedicated foreign bureau and offers considerable editorial space to foreign news, and coverage of the arts and Spanish culture.

Historical Newspapers: St. Louis American (1949-2010)

The St. Louis American stands as a steadfast witness to the community, serving and reporting on the African American experience since its beginning in March 1928. This enduring weekly founded by Nathan B. Young, the first Black appointed municipal judge in St. Louis, and several prominent African American businessmen, has played a pivotal role in chronicling and championing African Americans in St. Louis. From its modest beginnings as an eight-page tabloid with a circulation of just over 2,000, the St. Louis American has evolved into the single largest weekly newspaper in Missouri. The newspaper has been a crucial voice in highlighting St. Louis’s historical significance for African Americans, from its key location on the Underground Railroad in the early to mid-19th century, to the establishment of a vibrant Black community, and serving as an active hub for civil rights in the 20th century. The St. Louis American remains a trusted source of news tailored to the Black community reporting not only on social issues, but also on national and regional news, religion, sports, and entertainment.
the Hamilton Spectator is a Canadian newspaper in the port city of Hamilton in the province of Ontario. Founded by Robert Smiley in 1846, the newspaper has been a cornerstone of Hamilton’s history as an important steel and commerce port for over 175 years. Initially established as The Hamilton Spectator and Journal of Commerce, Smiley’s newspaper faced a competitive market with four existing papers in Hamilton. Despite the challenges, the paper quickly gained traction. Through the lens of The Spectator, Hamiltonians witnessed pivotal moments including the Great Depression and both World Wars. The newspaper became a vital source for families during wartime, delivering news from overseas and reporting on the impact of conflicts like the Dieppe Raid in 1942. The Spectator also delved into societal issues, tackling subjects such as poverty and environmental concerns like sewage dumping in the harbor. Some notable personalities in The Spectator’s history include one of the first female journalists at the paper Ella Reynolds, who wrote under the pen name Jennie Wren, and city editor Edward Morrison, known for his vitriolic pen and illustrations. The newspaper evolved with technological leaps, utilizing the telegraph to access global information. From the poignant tales of families anxiously awaiting news from overseas during wartime to the incisive reporting on societal issues, The Hamilton Spectator has been a chronicler of the city’s triumphs, losses, and transformations.

The Waterloo Region Record has been a reliable source of news, covering local, national, and international news, The Globe plays a pivotal role in shaping New England’s discourse. ProQuest Historical Newspapers now offers extension years from 1994 to 2007, supplementing the existing archive from 1872 to 1993. This expanded content captures pivotal moments, including the “Spotlight” team’s groundbreaking investigation into Catholic Church sexual abuse, inspiring reforms and earning the Globe a Pulitzer, with the story later adapted into a 2015 movie. The additional years also chronicle significant events such as the Boston Red Sox breaking the “Curse of the Bambino” by winning the World Series in 2004 and 2007, Mitt Romney’s Governorship (2003-2007), and Boston’s thriving biotechnology boom in the early 2000s.
Web of Science

Web of Science Research Assistant

Coming soon

A generative AI-powered tool available from September 2024

Web of Science™ Research Assistant helps researchers at all levels get more out of the world’s most trusted citation database — Web of Science Core Collection™.

Start a new chat by asking a question

Ask a research question

Choose a guided task:

- Understand a topic: Work through a set of challenges to learn key concepts, and then apply what you’ve learned.
- Literature review: Examine relevant literature and critically evaluate the evidence to support your work.
- Find a journal: Find the right journal to publish your work in.

Web of Science Grants Index

A new collection of awarded grant records linked to publications

The Grants Index on the Web of Science platform, released in January 2024, presents standardized data directly sourced from funders around the globe to help you quickly explore the details of previously awarded grants as you research your topic.

This new collection of 5.2M+ records for awarded grants from 400+ funding agencies enables you to:

- Understand what’s already been funded
- Differentiate new projects and proposals
- Explore past funding activity alongside a wide array of research outputs in a single platform
- View published research outcomes of funded projects

Reference management solutions

RefWorks

RefWorks is a cloud-based reference management service offering thousands of citation styles. It simplifies research workflow, making it simple to collect, organize, share and collaborate. It integrates with top writing tools, seamlessly imports from databases and discovery tools, and has administrative controls to measure ROI.

EndNote

EndNote™ is the reference manager that helps researchers and students save time, stay organized, and collaborate effectively as they write and publish research papers. EndNote 21 includes bold new features like reference tagging and data restoration that enhance productivity and protect your work.
Research Funding & Analytics

InCites Benchmarking & Analytics™
A flexible research evaluation tool that helps you easily analyze trusted data to make confident decisions about your research programs. Get the evidence you need to inform strategic planning, benchmark against peers, demonstrate funding outcomes and optimize collaborations.

- Research Horizon Navigator™
  - Introducing a new module within InCites Benchmarking & Analytics that allows you to discover new topics emerging on the research horizon. This tool is designed to empower academics, funding agencies and research strategists to quickly discover emerging topics that point to where future breakthroughs are likely to occur. The tool is exclusively available to InCites Benchmarking & Analytics subscribers.

Pivot-RP™
An expert-curated source of global funding opportunities with powerful workflow, intelligence and discovery tools. Communicate efficiently to researchers and partners using time-saving tools and AI-driven author matching. Strengthen proposals by leveraging trusted funding intelligence and awarded grants data.

Research Professional News™
A trusted source for authoritative, editorially independent news, analysis and commentary that helps your entire institution make better decisions. Stay ahead of research policy and news with topics such as funder’s strategies, government research policy changes, publishing, research careers and international partnerships informed by exclusive discussions with senior policy makers and influencers.

Esploro™
A research portal and profiles showcase that automatically captures publications and datasets, connecting all information into a portrait of your institution. Reduce manual entry and break down data silos to link comprehensive scholarly information from the most trusted sources across all academic disciplines.

Web of Science Data
Used by 75% of research assessment exercises worldwide, the data can be delivered via APIs, XML datasets, or in bespoke formats to support large-scale research evaluation projects or data integration needs at your institution. Populate your business intelligence systems and analyze research outcomes using reliable, meticulously structured data from the world’s most trusted citation database.

Consultancy
A team of research leaders and data scientists who apply decades of experience, quality data, and specialized approaches. Enhance your action plan so you can uniquely position your research enterprise for growth in an evidence-to-impact climate.
Think forward to a new era in research and learning

With over 150 years of pioneering heritage, evolving and innovating is written in our DNA. Our solutions, insights and content empower you to anticipate and navigate the ever-changing complexities of academia so that you can nurture your curiosity and have the confidence to push the boundaries of knowledge.

This is our Think forward™ promise — connecting you to intelligence you can trust to advance a new era in research and learning.

About Clarivate

Clarivate is a leading global information services provider. We help people and organizations think forward by connecting them to intelligence they can trust to transform their perspective, their work and our world. Working with the scientific and academic community, we empower institutions and libraries to drive meaningful impact at scale by connecting trusted content, deep expertise and responsible innovation. Clarivate is home to leading research, education and library solutions, including Web of Science™, ProQuest™, Ex Libris™ and Innovative™.

Contact our experts today:
clarivate.com
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